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SECTION _ A
,Answer all questions. Each question carries one mark.

1. What is meant bY leveling effect ?
2" What are secondary standards ? Give examples"

3'Whatistheprincipleofadsorptlonchromatography?
4. What is meant bY DTA

(4x1=4)

?

SECTION _ B
2 marks'
Answer any $even questions, Each question carries

indicator.
5,,_Explain the f unction of complexometric

6. What are the limitations of Lewis concept

7.

?

Explain the factors {avouring solvent extraction'

B. What are the applications of ion exchange chromatography

L

?

Explain the use of diphenylamine as redox indicator.

and bases'
10. Mention the factors which affect the strength of acids

ll.Whataretheusesofthermometrictitration?
ram ?
12. What are the informations obtained f rom a thermog
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13. HCI is not used in permanganometric titrations, Why
14. Explain Batch and Continuous

extraction
SEGTION

'

?

(77a1=14)

-C

Answer any questions. Each question carries 3 marks"
15" What are the limitations of activation analysis ?

16. Discuss the analytical applications of solvent extraction

17. ExPlain the terms

'

:

a) Retardation factor
b) Elution

'

c) Relative retention.
18. Explain theory of acid base titration.
19. What are the two principles involved in cation analysis

?

20. Discuss the nature of bonding and stability of hard and soft acid base

combinations.

(4x3=12)

SECTION _ D

Answer any Zquestions. Each question carries 5 marks"
t

'

21"

a) Explain the various operations involved in gravimetric analysis.
b) How is iron estimated gravimeirically ?

22. a) Describe the principle of TLC. What are its advantages

b)

23 a)

?

b) What are its limitations ?
24. Write notes on

2l
3
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ExPlain its aPPlications.

Discuss the various reactions carried out in liquid ammonia

3

.

4
1

:

a) Neutron diffraction
b) Gas

chromatograPhY

(2x5=10)

